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An isomorphism theorem for certain lattices of closed convex sets is proved. 
1. NOTATION AND PREREQUISITE 
1.1. InvoIutions 
Let E be a real vector space. A linear involution on E is a linear map u: E -+ E 
such that 
2’=OOU=l, 
where L is the identity on E (see [3,4,5] for the results we use about involutions). 
It can be shown that every linear involution gives rise to a direct decomposi- 
tion 
1 E, = a+ @ u-, 
where u+ = {X E E: U(X) = X] and D- = {X E E: U(X) = -x>. Moreover, for 
any direct decomposition 
E=M@N, 
the mapping o: E + E defined by 
U(X) = x, - x, 
is a linear involution. The correspondence established this way between linear 
involutions and direct decompositions is one to one. 
A linear involution 0 is minimal if dim CT- = 1, maximal if dim of = 1. If a 
linear involution is either minimal or maximal, it is said to be extremal. Obviously, 
(T is minimal if and only if -o is maximal. 
One can show that a linear map is a minimal linear involution if and only if 
it can be written as 
u(x) = x - 2f(x) u,Vx E E, 
where f is a nonzero linear form on E and u E E is such that f(u) = 1. 
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1.2. THE MACKEY-RICKART THEOREM. Let E1 , EC (resp. E,, E$) be R- 
vector spaces in duality. Let 9 (resp. S) be a subgroup of GL(E,) (resp. GL(EJ), all 
the elements of which have an adjoint, including the set of all extremal linear 
involutions having an adjoint. Assume that dim E1 > 3 and dim E, > 3. 
If 9 is isomorphic to 2, there are isomorphisms CD and Y such that one of the 
following cases is true: 
(1) @ and !P are isomorphisms of (E1 , o(E, , ET)) on (E, , a(E, , Ez)) and of 
(ET, a(Ef, EJ) on (Ez, a(Ez, E,)), respectively, such that 
(x*9 WY>) = (w*), Y), Qx%E:, YEE~; 
(2) @ and y are isomorphisms of (El , a(E, , Ez)) on (E,*, o(E$, E2)) and of 
(Et, a(Ef, El)) on (E, , u(E, , Ez)), respectively, such that 
PTY), 4 = P(x), Y>, QxEE~, YEE,. 
This theorem can be found in [4.4.5]. The only difference is that the topologies 
used by Rickart are not weak topologies in the sense of vector spaces; but the 
proof can be adapted or one can prove the new version using an argument similar 
to that in [2, 4.51. 
The converse of this theorem is plain (use (i) and (ii) in 5.1 of [4]). 
1.3. To any Haudorff topological vector space (resp. Hausdorff locally 
convex space) E on [w, with dim E > 0, let us associate, uniformly (i.e., in such 
a way that 2’(E) = (X EY(E): P(X)>, w ere P is a proposition), a lattice h 
S(E) of closed convex subsets of E whose operations A and V are, respectively, 
set intersection and the closed convex hull of set union, including the set 9’(E) 
composed with a, the singletons of E, and the closed segments of E. 
Straightforward examples of such lattices are the set of all compact convex 
subsets of E, the set S(E) of all closed convex subsets of E, and, in case E is 
locally convex, the set a(E) of all bounded closed convex subsets of E. 
2. THE MORPHISMS Ind AND Ass 
2.1. The Isomorphism Theorem for P’(E) 
An easy adaptation of the proofs of the isomorphism theorem for the lattices 
S(E) and SY(E) (see [l]) gives, 
Let E1 and E, be two Hausdorff topological spaces (locally convex if this assump- 
tion is required to ensure that 2’ is a lattice) on R, the dimension of which is not 0. 
The lattices .Y(EJ and 5?(Ez) are isomorphic if and only if there is, between E1 
and E, t a vector isomorphism which, like its i+tverse, preserves the elements of 2. 
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2.2. Some Notation 
We shall use the following notation: 
Isom~(E, , E,) (resp. Isom&E, , E,)) is the set of all vector (resp. afline) 
isomorphisms from Ei to Ez which, like their inverses, preserve the elements 
of 9; 
Aut&E) = Isomp(E, E); 
Autsa(E) = Isom&E, E). 
These sets are the sets of arrows of groupoid categories having {El , E& 
for the set of objects for the first two and {E} for the last two (in these cases, the 
categories are group categories). 
The corresponding categories will be denoted by the same symbol in bold- 
face. 
In conclusion, E$ is the set of all linear forms which preserve the elements of 
2’whenZ’#fandE.$=E*. 
If qx LP(E,) -+ Z(EJ is a lattice isomorphism, the mapping $: El + E2 
defined by 
G(x)3 = dC4), v.x E 4 7 
will be called the mapping induced by q, and the mapping q~*: El + E, defined by 
is called the mapping associated to 97. It is known that, if dim El > 1, 
+ E Isom&E, , E,) and q~* E Isomp(E, , E,). 
2.3. The Mappings Ind~z,E,,E2) and Ass~~,~,,~,) 
Let us define, if dim El > 1, 
Ind c~p.El.E,,: IsomW(EJ z(E,)) -+ Isom9& 9 E,) 
and 
the “object part” of these functors being obvious. 
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full functor. 
n (z,~,,~,) 1s an Esomorphism of categories and Asq~,e,,s,) is a 
Let us first prove that Indcy,E1,E2) is an injection. If $r = $a , 
P)l(W = v2({x>), VxxEl. 
For every FE 9(EJ, ql(F) is the supremum of the atoms {y} E rp(FJ or, since 
q~r is a bijection between the atoms of El and those of E, , 
9%(F) = zyF P)l(M). 
Since, similarly 
v2(F) = v v2(64), 
XEF 
R(F) = v2(F) 2nd R = y2 . 
To prove that Ind~z,s1,E2) is a surjection, consider + E Isom&E, , E,). We 
can define qo: Z(E,) -+ Y(E,) by 
v(F) = W), VF E Y(E,) 
and it is obvious that y is a lattice isomorphism. 
One proves in the same way that Ass(~,s1,a2) is surjective. 
Now, let us verify that both mappings are morphisms of groupoids. 
If v1 , v2 E IsomGW% , =W2Nj 
hence 
This ends the proof for Ind(p,BI,E2) . 
Moreover, 
hence Ass(~,~,,~,) is an epimorphism. 
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3. AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS OF LATTICES OF CLOSED CONVEX SETS 
For short, we shall write IndtsLE) for In4z,E,E) and ASSWA for Ass(~P.~A . 
3.1. If dim Er > 1, Indtz,s): Aut 8(E) -+ Aut&E) is a group isomorphism 
and Ass~~,~): Aut Z(E) + Aut&E) is agroup epimorphism whose kernel is 
Ker(Ass(z,E,) = {p, E Aut P(E): q.(F) = F + a, a E E, VF E Z’(E)}. 
Obvious, except for 
Ker(Ass(z,e)) = (9’ E Aut 2(E): ‘p* = L} = (v E Aut Z(E): $ = L + a, a E E) 
= (9’ E Aut Z(E): v(F) = F + a, a E E, VF E Z(E)}. 
3.2. If the dimension of both El and Ez are greater than one, the groups 
Aut LZ’(E,) and Aut U(ES) are isomorphic if and only ;f Autzpa(E1) and Aut&E,) 
are isomorphic. 
Trivial. 
3.3. The following lemmas are needed. J. P. Doignon stated a particular 
case of the first one when asked by the author for a group characterization of the 
group of translations in the affine group. 
LEMMA A. The group of translations Y(E1) of an afine space E is the inter- 
section of all nontrivial normal subgroups of any subgroup 9 of the ajine group 
GA(E) in which Y(E) is its own conjugate. 
Let .N be a nontrivial normal subgroup of GA(E). It is possible to find 
h E N distinct of the identity. Whichever t E Y(E) is, t o h o t-l EM and has 
the same effect on the points at infinity as h, hence 
f =h-lotohot-le.,&‘- 
and fixes the points at infinity. Therefore, f is a dilatation and can be written as 
u 0 h where X is a homothety and u is a translation 
Hence, 
h-lotohot-l=uohEJ’-. 
toh=houo,ot 
but, if we denote the linear mapping associate to an atline map by a prime, for 
any x E E we have 
(t 0 h) (x) = h’(x) + h(O) + t, 
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(h 0 u 0 A 0 t) (x) = h’(hx + At + u) + h(0) 
= Ah’(x) + Ah’(t) + h’(u) + h(O), 
so, computing both expressions for x = 0, 
t = Ah’(t) + h’(u), 
we get 
h’(x) = Ah’(x), VXScE, 
therefore h = 1 and f = u is a translation. 
In the case that f is the identity, 
toh =hot, 
and h itself is a translation. 
Hence, in any case, one can find a nonzero translation in JV. Since the sub- 
group F(E) is its own conjugate, F(E) C JV. 
From there on, F(E) is the intersection of all nontrivial normal subgroups 
of 3. 
LEMMA B. Let E be a real Hausdorff topological vector space. If .#’ is a sub- 
group of GA(E) which contains the dilatations and the continuous maimal linear 
involutions, .7(E) is its own conjugate in .%?. 
Let t and v be linearly independent vectors. It is well known that there is a 
(linear) symmetry s of the plane “(t, v} (1) which sends “{t} on “{v]. This symmetry 
can be extended by an involution to E. Indeed, it follows from the Hahn- 
Banach theorem that one can find a closed hyperplane f -l(O)) of E whose trace 
on “{t, v} is the subspace s+ of s and, defining u by 
u(x) = 2f (x) u - x, 
where u belongs to the bissector of “{t} and S{v} and is such thatf(u) = 1, it is 
obvious that u extends s and is a continuous maximal linear involution (see 
Section 1 .l). 
Now, 
lJoto,-1==,.toa 
is a translation whose direction is ${v}. Indeed, for any x E E, 
(u 0 t 0 u-1) (x) = u[u-l(x) + t] = x + u(t). 
1 For any A C E, 8A denotes the vector subspace generated by A. 
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Therefore, if in addition the linear homotheties are in &‘, any translation is 
conjugate to any other nonzero translation, hence F(E) is its own conjugate 
in 2. 
3.4. THE ISOMORPHISM THEOREM FOR Am P’(E). Let E,, E, be Hausdorff 
locally convex vector spaces on [w with dim E1 > 3 and dim E, > 3. 
Assume that Aut&E,) and Autz&(E,) contain the continuous extremal linear 
involutions and the dilatations on E1 and E, , respectively; assume moreover that the 
duality between E1 and E,*, (resp. E, and EP&) is Hausdorff. 
The groups Aut 9(E1) and Aut Z’(E,) are isomorphic if and only if one of the 
following two cases is true: 
(1) Th e o o o ica vector spaces (E1 , a(E, , E&)) and (Ez , u(Ez , E&)) tp lg 1 
are isomorphic; 
(2) the topological vector spaces (E1 , o(E, , E&)) and (Ez9, a(E,*, E,s)) 
are isomorphic and the groups E1 and ES are isomorphic. 
Using 3.2, Aut 6p(El) is isomorphic to Aut 8(E,) if and only if AutSa(E1) is 
isomorphic to Aut,,(E,). 
Let us prove the necessity. 
The lemmas show that the image of F(E,) in this isomorphism is Y(E,), 
hence Aut~Lpa(E1)/F(El) is isomorphic to Aut~.(E,)/~(E,). Since these groups 
can be identified with Autz(E,) and Aut,(E,), respectively, we deduce an 
isomorphism between these last groups. Moreover, E1 and E, are isomorphic 
as groups. 
The Mackey-Rickart theorem gives an isomorphism between (E1 , u(E, , EcY)) 
and (E, , u(E, , E&)) or between (El, u(E, , E&)) and (E*, u(E& , EJ). 
Now let us turn to the sufficiency. 
In both cases, the converse of the Mackey-Rickart theorem asserts that 
Autz(E,) is isomorphic to Aut,(E,), hence 
Aut,(E,) = 9-(E,) 0 A$&) 
is isomorphic to 
Aut&EJ = F(E,) 0 Aut&E& 
and one gets the desired isomorphism using 3.2. 
COROLLARY 1. If EI , E2 are Hausdorff locah’y convex vector spaces on R with 
dim E1 > 3 and dim E, > 3, the groups Aut S(E,) and Aut F(E,) are iso- 
morphic if and only if one of the following cases is true: 
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(1) The vector spaces (El , o(E, , E:)) and (E, , o(E, , E,*)) are isomorphic; 
(2) the vector spaces (El , a(E, , E:)) and (E,*, a(E*, E,)) are isomorphic 
and the groups E1 and Ez are isomorphic. 
It suffices to note that E$ = E*, 
COROLLARY 2. If E1 , E, are HausdorfJ locally convex bornological (resp. 
normed) vector spaces on R with dim E1 > 3 and dim E, > 3, the groups 
Aut F(E,) and Aut S(EJ are isomorphic if and only if one of the following 
cases is true: 
(1) The vector spaces E, and E, are isomorphic; 
(2) the vector spaces (E1 , o(E, , IX:)) and (E,*, u(E*, E,)) (resp. E1 and 
E,* with their strong topologies) are isomorphic and the groups E, and E, are 
isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 3. If E, , E, are Hausdorfl locally convex bornological (resp. 
normed) vector spaces on IR with dim E1 > 3 and dim E, > 3, thegroups AutSY(E,) 
and Aut 98(E,) are isomorphic if and only if one of the following cases is true: 
(1) The vector spaces E1 and E, are isomorphic; 
(2) the vector spaces (El, u(E, , ET)) and (EC, u(Ez, E,)) (resp. E1 an 
E,* with their strong topologies) are isomorphic and the groups E1 and E, are 
isomorphic. 
Since E, and E, are bornological, E&, = E,* and E& = E,*. Moreover, a 
weak isomorphism is a bornological isomorphism and, since the spaces involved 
are bornological, it is a strong isomorphism. 
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